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Abstract

Manifold’s English-Chinese System at
WMT22 is an ensemble of 4 models trained
by different configurations with scheduled
sampling-based fine-tuning. The four config-
urations are DeepBig (XenC), DeepLarger
(XenC), DeepBig-TalkingHeads (XenC) and
DeepBig (LaBSE). Concretely, DeepBig
extends Transformer-Big to 24 encoder layers.
DeepLarger has 20 encoder layers and its
feed-forward network (FFN) dimension is
8192. TalkingHeads applies the talking-heads
trick. For XenC configs, we selected mono-
lingual and parallel data that is similar to the
past newstest datasets using XenC, and for
LaBSE, we cleaned the officially provided
parallel data using LaBSE pretrained model.
According to the officially released autonomic
metrics leaderboard1, our final constrained
system ranked 1st among all others when
evaluated by bleu-all, chrf-all and COMET-B,
2nd by COMET-A.

1 Introduction

This report describes Manifold’s machine
translation system submitted to WMT 22
English→Chinese general domain translation
task. The general domain translation task of
WMT is a new task set up this year, replaces the
time-honored news translation task. However, as
the newstest datasets released previously were
created by professional translators manually, they
were considered to have better quality compared
with the web crawled dataset. Therefore, generally
our strategy is selecting data from the provided
datasets according to their similarity between
past WMT test sets, and training big models with
different architectures or training methods based
on the selected data.

∗Work done during Jin’s internship in OPPO.
1https://github.com/wmt-conference/

wmt22-news-systems/blob/main/scores/
automatic-scores.tsv

2 Data Preprocessing

For officially released bilingual data, we merged
ParaCrawl v9, News Commentary v16, Wiki Titles
v3, UN Parallel Corpus v1.0, CCMT corpus and
WikiMatrix corpus together, then applied multiple
rules to preprocess and filter the officially released
bilingual data, including

• Normalizing punctuation.

• Removing unprintable characters.

• Tokenizing texts. jieba2 was applied for Chi-
nese texts, and moses tokenizer3 was applied
for English texts.

• Removing all the sentence pairs whose source
text or target text tokens count exceeds 150,
and the segment pairs with a source-target
token ratio lower than 2/3 or higher than 3/2.

• Removing all the sentence pairs that belong
to other languages. We applied the fasttext
model (Joulin et al., 2016)4 as our language
identifier.

• Deduplicating the dataset.

3 Basic models

After applying the aforementioned preprocessing
and filtering rules, 30M segment pairs were kept
5. For the kept data, we adopted two different
selection strategies:

1. Following NiuTrans’ system submitted to
WMT21 (Zhou et al., 2021), we selected 12M
segment pairs from the kept data which are

2https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
3https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/

blob/master/scripts/tokenizer/tokenizer.perl
4https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/fasttext/

supervised-models/lid.176.bin
5We did not make use of official back-translated corpus
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Config Item Big Deep Deeper DeepBig DeepLarger
# Encoder Layer 6 30 40 24 20

# Attention Heads 16 8 8 16 16
Embedding Size 1024 512 512 1024 1024

FFN Size 4096 2048 2048 4096 8192
Pre-Norm No Yes Yes No No

Table 1: Main configurations for different architectures we applied for basic models. Decoder layers numbers
were fixed to 6 for all the architectures if not specially mentioned.

most similar to our validation set (i.e. new-
stest2020enzh data) using XenC (Rousseau,
2013). This part of data will hereinafter be
referred as “XenC” for short.

2. We further cleaned the 30M segment pairs us-
ing LaBSE (Feng et al., 2022)6, set the thresh-
old to 0.7 according to our experience in filter-
ing out un-aligned data. After this step, 24.3M
segment pairs were kept. This part of data will
hereinafter be referred as “LaBSE” for short.

Config Item Value
dropout 0.3

learning rate 0.0005
max tokens 4096

warmup init lr 1e-7
warmup steps 4000

label smoothing 0.1
num max updates 300,000
update frequency 8

Table 2: Hyper-parameters for training models. All ex-
periments were conducted on 4 or 8 Tesla V100 GPUs.

We applied BPE-subword (Sennrich et al.,
2016)7 to divide tokens into subwords. BPE codes
were learned jointly with 32K merge operations
but dictionaries for the source language and target
language are generated separately.

Basic models were trained to generate synthetic,
pseudo bilingual segment pairs for the next step. As
is discovered by Zeng et al. (2021), sub-model di-
versity is a key factor to enhance the performance
of ensemble model. Therefore, we trained var-
ious Transformer models (Vaswani et al., 2017)
applying different architectures. For very deep
Transformers, we followed the suggestion given by

6We downloaded the pretrained model from transform-
ers official website on October 11th., 2021. As the model
was released before February 2022, the constrained system
requirement is not violated.

7https://github.com/rsennrich/subword-nmt

DLCL (Wang et al., 2019) to use Pre-Norm. Main
configurations for the architectures we trained are
listed in Table 1. Other hyper-parameters for train-
ing models are listed in Table 2 (same for all the
experiments we took in the contest).

For each architecture X listed in Table 1, we also
trained its talking-heads attention variant (Shazeer
et al., 2020) to further increase model diversity.
Such variants will be denoted as “X-th” in the fol-
lowing part of the report. All the models were de-
veloped and trained using fairseq (Ott et al., 2019)
8

4 Data Augmentation

Previous studies show that adding synthetic data
can help to boost the performance of machine
translation systems (Edunov et al., 2018) (Hoang
et al., 2018). We adopted four data augmenta-
tion methods during the contest, including back-
translation (with sampling), forward-translation,
sequence knowledge distillation and R2L transla-
tion. For R2L translation, we reversed the token
sequences of inputs, e.g. converted “This is a book
.” to “. book a is This”, and left the target sentences
unchanged.

We selected 12M sentences from officially re-
leased English and Chinese monolingual datasets
respectively9, also applying XenC algorithm on
them. The selected monolingual data was prepro-
cessed by the similar pipeline presented in section
2, with the difference on skipping the steps to filter
unaligned bilingual data. The reason behind select-
ing 12M sentences is we expect that the data from
each monolingual dataset has the same size com-
pared with the bilingual training data, as Edunov
et al. (2018) indicated.

The preprocessed Chinese monolingual data was
8https://github.com/facebookresearch/fairseq
9For English, we combined News Crawl, News Discus-

sions, News Commentary and Europarl v10 corpus together;
for Chinese, we combined News Crawl, News Commentary
and Common Crawl corpus.
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No. Method Data Size Newstest 2020 Newstest 2021
1 Deep baseline model 12M 42.7 32.4
2 1 + Forward-translation (ForT) 24M 44.7 (+2.0) 33.3 (+0.9)
3 1 + Top-p back-translation (topp BT) 24M 45.8 (+3.1) 32.9 (+0.5)
4 1 + R2L KD + R2L ForT 36M 44.2 (+1.5) 33.5 (+1.1)
5 Sequence KD 12M 42.7 (-) 32.5 (+0.1)
6 5 + ForT + topp BT 36M 45.3 (+2.6) 33.7 (+1.3)
7 4 - 1 + 6 60M 45.5 (+2.8) 33.8 (+1.4)

Table 3: Model performances when applying different methods. All the models are trained by Deep architecture
depicted in Table 1. Our validation dataset is from newstest2020 (Barrault et al., 2020) and test dataset is from
newstest2021 (Akhbardeh et al., 2021).

No. Method Newstest 2020 Newstest 2021
1 Fine-tuned Deep 46.2 34.6
2 DeepBig 47 (+0.8) 35 (+0.4)
3 DeepLarger 47.5 (+1.3) 35.7 (+1.1)
4 DeepBig-th 47.6 (+1.4) 35.4 (+0.8)
5 DeepBig (LaBSE) 47.6 (+1.4) 35.5 (+0.9)
6 Ensemble of 2, 3, 4 and 5 48.1 (+1.9) 36.2 (+1.6)

Table 4: Detailed performance information of the four bigger model and the final ensemble model. All the
improvements are based on the baseline model (Deep model shown in the last line of Table 3, fine-tuned using past
newsdev/test datasets, by applying decoder steps based schedule sampling as regularization). All sub-models (No.
2 to 5) are also fine-tuned by the same datasets applying the same regularization method.

then back-translated into English by an ensemble
model, which is composed by a Big model, a Deep
model and a Big-th model, all trained with the
bilingual XenC Chinese→English corpus. Inspired
by some ideas of Burchell et al. (2022), we per-
formed top-p (nucleus) sampling (Holtzman et al.,
2019) in the process of back-translation to import
some noises, and set topp to 0.9. In this way, 12M
Pseudo English-Chinese segment pairs were con-
structed.

The preprocessed English monolingual data was
forward-translated into Chinese, leading to another
12M English-Pseudo Chinese dataset. The ensem-
ble model used to generate data has the same archi-
tecture with the back-translation model introduced
above, the only difference is it is trained by the
parallel XenC English→Chinese corpus.

We further applied sequence-level knowledge
distillation (Kim and Rush, 2016) to distill this en-
semble model by translating English sentences of
the parallel XenC corpus into pseudo Chinese. Fur-
thermore, we also trained a Deep model with the
reversed parallel XenC data to get a right-to-left
(R2L) model, and generated forward-translation
and the results of knowledge distillation using re-
versed monolingual and parallel English corpora.

After having acquired these different synthetic
datasets, we trained Deep models by various combi-
nations of them. The concrete model performance
is shown in Table 3.

5 Fine-tuning and Bigger Models

After having acquired extra data by back/forward-
translation, knowledge distillation, and R2L data
augmentation, we experimented on several other
methods to further improve our system.
Fine-tuning. We fine-tuned our Deep model using
the combination of newsdev2017, newstest2017,
newstest2018, and newstest2019 datasets. As the
dataset used for fine-tuning is quite small, we ap-
plied decoder steps based scheduled sampling (Liu
et al., 2021) as a means of regularization. We set k
to 0.99. With this step, a 0.7 BLEU gain has been
brought on the validation set and 0.8 BLEU gain
on the test set.
Ensemble of bigger models. We trained three
bigger models on the 60M XenC Dataset (con-
figuration No. 7 in Table 3), including a Deep-
Big model, a DeepLarger model and a DeepBig-th
model. Furthermore, we replaced the distilled data
in the XenC Dataset (12M) with the LaBSE data
(24M), and got a dataset containing 72M segment
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pairs which is used to train another DeepBig model.
We fine-tuned these four models using past news-
dev/test datasets and applied decoder steps based
schedule sampling, then made an ensemble model
comprised of them. Table 4 lists the detailed per-
formance of the bigger models and their ensemble
model.
Post-processing. We converted punctuation from
half-width symbols to full-width symbols for the
generated results.

6 Conclusion

In this report, we describe our Manifold
English→Chinese system submitted to WMT 22
general translation task. The core idea of our sys-
tem is to train various big Transformer models
utilizing in-domain (actually news domain) data,
based on which an ensemble model is created. Al-
though most training data belongs to a special
domain, we still achieved compelling results in
the final submission, i.e. our final system ranked
first among the constrained systems, evaluated by
BLEU score based on the two references.
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